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Executive Summar,

The "high speed" runway exit, also known as "angled exit", is an airport/airside
design feature which can make an important contribution to increasing capacity
of the national air transportation system. The present standard angled exit
offers a safe reduction in landing time on the runway. However, except in a
very few instances, this potential is not realized.

Realization of the capacity improvement potential of high speed exits is con-
trolled by the character of the approach control system and the operating
procedures currently used by pilots and controllers. Both the average and
scatter of current interarrival intervals are sufficiently large to prevent
any further benefits from reduced runway time.

Added potential for capacity increases exists if the interarrival interval
and runway occupancy time are considered as havinq high order of dependence
and managed accordingly. The current concept of independence between these
two variables allows the scatter of both variables to dictate an unnecessarily

low landing rate.

4Whether user attitudes are any obstacles to acceptance of capacity increasing

designs and procedures can only be determined through well planned and
executed trials.
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1. Introduction:

1.1 Background

Since April 1972, a request has been outstanding for R,D&E effort
to develop recommendations for improving criteria for airport

planning and design. The subject of the request was "High Speed Taxiways."

Taxiway system improvement was identified as a promising approach to

reducing runway occupancy and thereby increasing airrort capacity tc meet

growing demand.

The initial response to this request included plans to study improved

geometry design criteria, number, location, and operational acceptability

of high speed exit/access taxiways with funding for field evaluation.

The high speed exit was selected as the first taxiway element to be

studied in order to assess its productivity as an example of a specific

attempt to reduce runway occupancy time by airside design standard

development. The high speed exit, a 300 turn off the runway with 1800 ft.

radius and no specified runout distance, was developed circa 1958 and

standardized in the 19609. A considerable nur, ber of them ha%-c been constiuted
on airports throughout the National Airport System.

1.2 Scope/Purpose

This report is intended to summarize the known efforts and findings which

are believed pertinent to achieve increased runway capacity through improved

airport/airside configuration. Emphasis is placed specifically on the high

speed runway exit as a promising design standard. The aircraft ground move-

ment, loading, service and storage functions, and the capability features such

as length, strength, etc., of the airport/airside have been ignored except

as they may affect the runway operational rate.

The purpose of this report is to provide an approach to airport/airside

design standard development and selection which will be more effective

in facilitating aircraft operations. Therefore, the report will address

the following questions:

(a) Is the information in hand suitable for defining an improved

standard and can the potential benefits be assessed with confidence?



(b) What conclusions aan be drawn from the existing information
to indicate design changes needed?

(c) What additional information is needcd to validate the predicted

utility of a design change?

(d) What must be done to obtain effective utilization of promnising

airport/airside designs and how can it be accomplished?



2. Data Evaluation:

2.1 Information Sets

Data from several sources were examined to provide the basis for this
report. The data ranged from original field logs and magnetic tapes
of unreduced event time records to processed data in graphic and tabular
report formats. The data included quantitative records specifically
applicable to statistical analysis of operational intervals as well as
qualitative information from surveys of pilot/controller viewpoints.
Specific sources were as follows:

2.1.1 Data tapes produced tinder Douglas Aircraft Co. contract for'
the development of improved techniques for measurement of airport capacity
and delay. Threshold crossing and runway clearance times (of day) by
aircraft type were observed and recorded during 1973 under both IFR. and
VFR, as available, at 18 airports (ATL, BNA, BOS, BillF, DEN, D},, SAD.
IAB, lAX, LGA, LVK, MSY, ORD, SEA, SFO, SMO, SNA, TPA). (Ref. h)

2.1.2 Two British reports DORA 7001 and 7502 (from years 1969 and 1..-,2,
respectively) provided reduced data on ground operations and runway
occupancy times observed at f]eathrow Airport. The 1972 observations
included Boeing 747 aircraft. (Ref. h)

2.1.3 A report by Howard, Needles, 1anmen & Bergendoff under contract
DO'-FA71 WAI-218, May 1975, which provided reduction of data collect(d
at ATL, DEN, and ORD to show exit speeds, runway occupancy times and
variation thereof by aircraft type. (Ref. d)

2.1.4 The NASA Langley Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) program c:nduct,2
aircraft operational tests, collected data, and performed analysis to
demonstrate the feasibility of markedly increasing the air carrier
aircraft arrival acceptance tate of suitably designed airport runways.
Tests were aimed at identifying the acceptable range of exit speeds, radius
of turn, and cornering accelerations using the TCV Boeing 737 airplane.

(Ref. i&j)

2.1.5 A series of threshold crossing time records made at ORD in 1976 to
assess the potential benefits of wake vortex advisory equip',ent. Original,
unrediced data logs of threshold crossing times covered as long as 7 hours
continuous operation. (Para. 3.3.1) (Figure 9)

2.1.6 An opinion survey, partially reduced, from interviews conducted
with pilots, airline management, and tower/traffic control personnel

regarding landing and ground operations at ORD, ATL, DFW, and DEN.
(Ref. h)

" I A
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2.2 Information Selection

The information utilized in generating this report consisted almost entirely

of data previously collected, reduced, and examined for a variety of purposes.

In re-examining the data, an attempt was made to select and present only

those facts which would contribute to identifyin?, the CeuseS of, and ,eible

corrective measures for, poor performance of high speed exits. To do this,
a set of simplified hypotheses were postulated to serve as guideline for

sifting out the pertinent data. It is important to determine whethcr

there are existing facts to substantiate these current views, facts to
deny them, or if they are simply unfounded and additional investigation

is required. These guidelines for data sampling are stated as follows:

(a) Design flaws and/or omissions in the high speed exit standard cause
the poor utilization and if the necessary corrections are made,
operational use will become compatible with the design expectations.

(b) Pilot skills and/or aircraft capabilities are the priwiry factors

limiting high speed exit utilization.

(c) Air traffic control separation standards and practices, both

present and currently planned, produce interarrival jnLervalc. too IO j;-

to permit any increase in runway capacity to result from reduced

occupancy now or in the forseeable future.

Unfortunately, using a, b, and c as independent guideline criteria
does not give a sitisfactory covercge. For example, (a) must be hased
on the constraints which might be identified by (b) and also operatioralv
acceptable limits identified by investigation. Therefore, the

guidelines must be consilered in combinations to obtain an effective

data sampling.

2.2.1 Exit Design Criteria

The design features for the present exit standard appear to have bece
almost entircly developed under the project reported by R. Horonj ff r

reference (a). Enpirically deteimincd values for acceptable lateral
accelerations (figures la, ib), turn radii, total turn angles- and visual
cueing were reviewed in refcrcnces (a), (b), and (c), along with the

techniques used to develop them. Updatlng inform ation wac. proviJed b\
test results from the 737 airplane tc'st exiting performed by NASA Langley'.
Terminally Configurd Vehicle (TCV) program. No effort was applied to e-xaw1r~r

such details as width, filltling, strength requirements, etc. To identify
runway clearance parameters, aircraft dimensional data was obtin1d from
various manufacturer's aircraft characteristics--airport planning data
documents. (Ref. i&j)
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2.2.2 Data on Pilot/Aircraft Constraints

The data needed to determine whether limits on pilot skills, passenger
discomfort/disorientation or aircraft capabilities such as structural
or ground handling fimitations were significant factors was not
immediately available in the detail desired. However, data from the
original development report (Ref. a) direct contacts with aircraft
manufacturer's specialists (Boeinq Co.) and demonstrations by the
Terminally Confiqured Vehicle program' SB73- were utilized and were
considered adequate for the purpose of this report.

2.2.3 Data on Approach Separation vs. Runway Occupancy

The only data set which allowed correlation of approach separation with
runway occupancy intervals was the DAC/I'MM data collected circa 1975.
Other bits of data which helped identify distribution parameters were
the British reports and the ORI) observations made for WVAS. The DAC/PM
data was useful for picking out samples of maximum and minimum intervals,
variation between lead/trail pairs of different size aircraft. The WVAS
data providcd a basis for comparison of visual vs. non-visual clearance
separations. l):.- for future projections included UG3RD performance
estimatcs by MITRE, and calculations if short-term possible landing
operation improvements. (Ref. e)

2.2.4 Basis for High Speed Exiting as a Requirement

The needs for increased runway capacity were expressed by a wid'
variety of Agency reports and statements. See references (f) and (q).
The ability of high speed exiting to contribute to increased capacity
was taken from calculations made by the author and others, particularly
the NASA TCV project and MITRE. Information to estimate the likeliho'od
of high speed exiting becoming accepted and utilized as a standard
operational practice was obtained from refereuce (d).

3. Analysis and Concept Development

The operational utilization of high speed runway exits is subject to
the unilateral views and actions of so many separate groups it is
believed important to address certain parts of the subject separately
as much as possible. The breakdown selected is (1) the design standards,
(2) physical constraints, (3) traffic control interaction, and (4)
analysis of requirements. Unfortunately, detail examination of a
single phase of a subject is likely to create a biased or faulty concept
of the subject as a whole. This may have been the reason such poor
utilization resulted from such a promising scheme. In order to avoid
the same trap, special attention will be given to the, influence of
interacting specialty areas.

6



3.1 The High Speed Exit Design

The approximately 190 high speed, lighted runway exits in existence
today on U.S. airports were constructed generally, if not fully,
in compliance with the FAA design standard AC 150/5335-IA, ref. (b). If
any of these standard design features or omissions therefrom can he
shown responsible for tow exit utility then corrective revisions should
be developed. Unfortunately, when some design feature is strongly
suspected, it does not necessarily follow that an apparently obvious
cure will prove successful. The utility of design is eventually
dependent upon the user as well as the ability of the designer to predict
the user's techniques. It is believed that the primary design features
of a runway exit important to the way it can be used (besides strength,
width, and filleting) are (1) the turn radius, (2) the turn magnitude.
(3) the visual cueing, and (4) the use consequences. All of these
tend to interrelate so that there can be several equivalent sets.
However, each involves a separate design decision item and will he
discussed separately.

3.1.1 The Turn Radius

The present FAA design standard, reference (b), specifies a basic cxit
4 centerline radius of 1800 feet. The initial point of curvature is

preceded by a 200-foot strip offset 3 feet from the runway centfrline.
The offset is comparable to an initial larger radius sttor for a graduil
entrance to the turn (figure 2). The ICAO standard keep his fe,1.-:r( a:
a 5-degree initial turn with a 3200-foot radius continuinp, into Llio

remaining 25 degrees of the turn at a radius of 1800 feLt (figure 3). The
provision of a compound turn off centerline for gradual turn tntrance may
be considered as an allowance for the initial application of t il-Tin, t ,rqut-

to establish the angular velocity of the aircraft in the turn. Itcwvtr,
in view of the generous width of the runway and taxiway and am[lE edgC
fillets, the available allowance for wide variance in turn'ng t chr.iqu(,
makes the need for precise centerline definition as a track somewhat
trivial. The airplane pilot has considerable latitude 'n the %-A h
chooses to make a turn; e.g., over stee ing to under steering the center-
line and gradual or sharp lead into the curve. The centrlinf initial
curving, marking, and lighting is primarily a matter of~provided cu~s
as to exit location, turn sharpners, etc., rather than a precise path
definition. While proper cueing is very important, it should ns)t be
considered a constraint in developing the turn radius or deterining an
optimum value.

The present turn radius of 1800 feet was selected as a result of the
development efforts reported in reference (a). From a number ot exit opera-
tions run at speeds ranging 20 to 80 mph (17.5 to 69.5 knots), the ac-L. tabl,
speed vs. turn radius appeared, with some variance, to follow a constant radia:
acceleration parameter of about 0.26 gravity (8.36 ft/sec4). Sce figures
la and lb. The suggested parameter value for design was 0.13g since this
provided a reasonable safety factor for aircraft types and pavement conditions
tested. In translating the recommendation to a standard the parameter

7
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g2

wis allowed to grow slightly to 4.30 ft/sec
2 so that an 100-foot t.idiqis

was rated at 60 miles per hour (62.1 Knots). Sharper turns were given reiuced
speed ratings to maintain the same radial acceleration of 4.3 ft/sec/sec
as shown in appendix 1, paqe 9 of reference (b), the exit standard.

Observations indicate that for most air carrier airport operations pilots

are turning off the runway at considerably less than 60 mph exit design
speed. In fact, average exit speeds at busy airports are averaging about
70 percent design speed which is equivalent to half the design lateral
acceleration. This would indicate that if lateral acceleration is the
critical parameter, present air carrier operations desire about half the
level found acceptable under reference (a) tests. If current operating

practice is accepted as design criteria, then the 1800-foot radius
provides about 40-mph exit rather than 60. Perhaps if the radius was 2
increased to 3500 feet and current practice maintained, the 2.21 ft/sec
(.07g) lateral acceleration 60 mph exiting would actually result.
Clearance time differences calculated for two exits, two runway widths,
and six current aircraft are shown in figure 4a and the clearance basis
geometry shown in figures 4b and 4c. The high speed exit shows an advan-
tage in lower runway occupancy time of 12 and 14 seconds.

The time interval model shown in figure 6a breaks the landing into five time
intervals, which permits applying attention to results obtainable from each part.
A typical velocity/time profile as in figure 6b shows that runway occupancy time

13



Figure 4a. Time Savings--High Speed Exit (300 Turn) vs. Normal Exit (900 Turn)

Clearance
Time

Taxi Distance to Clear Savings Clear

Edge of Runway From IPC at &
Time Same Decel.

@ 90 Turn @ 300 Turn Ratio Time Lateral Time
Runway 250' Radius 1800' Radius t30 t90 Acc. Saving

A/C Width (S90=L90+X) (S30=L30+Y) t @20K £\t By SE

DC-9 150 324 681 .783 9.6 2.08 13.41
200 357 763 .797 10.6 2.15 13.48

737 150 299 668 .833 8.9 1.49 12.82

200 332 750 .842 9.8 1.55 12.'88

727 150 331 712 .802 9.8 1.94 13.27

200 365 794 .811 10.8 2.04 13.37

707 150 352 754 .798 10.4 2.10 13.43

200 385 836 .809 11.4 2.18 13.51

DC-10 150 381 788 .771 11.3 2.59 13.92
200 414 870 .783 12.3 2.67 14.00

747 150 429 846 .735 12.7 3.37 14.65
200 462 928 .749 13.7 3.44 14.77

Clearance
Time Savings =

t 3 0
/At = t90(l" t'

t30 = S30 . V9 0 = L3 0 + Y. V9 0

t90 S9 0  V30 L90 + X V30

For same accel. a V 2  V2 V 250
90 30 9018 .373

R 1800
90 30 V30

Deceleration Time Savings

= V30 -V9 0 = (53 .6 k-20k) 1.689 = 11.33 secs.

a 5'/sec 2

(1k/hr = 1.689'/sec)

Clear. & Decel.
Time Savings At + 11.33 seconds
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Length
x Y

707 153 233
DC-9 125 160
727 133 191
747 230' 325'

w DC-10 182' 267'

2 Y 737 100' 147'

Cos J 1 _

RRR

LC -

18000

SL30 0  '

1800' 30 80'

w L
7 P30 L 3 0

75' 16.60 521

100' ; 19.20 603

Figure 4b. Taxi Distance to Clear Runway Edge--High Speed Exit (300 Turn)

X

900 250'R

R P90  L 9
1,9090

P 75' 45.6 199
Ic - - 20 100' -53.1 232

S90 L90+ X Note: Tail is last to clear.

Figure 4c. Taxi Distance to Clear Runway Edge--Normal Exit (90' Turn)
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Deceleration and runway clearance penalty in seconds from
using 30 knots vs. 60 knots exit speed on high speed exit
(900 ft. to clear)

Deceleration Deceleration Lower Taxi Speed Total
Ft/Sec 2  Penalty Penalty Penalty

Sec. Sec. Sec.

4 13 9 22

5 10 9 19

6 8 9 17

7 7 9 16

8 6 9 15

Note: Runway occupancy time is particularly
sensitive to taxi/exit speeds.

Figure 5. High Speed Exit Utilization (Penalty) of 30 Knot
vs. 60 Knot Speed

16
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is not likely to vary greatly from that determined by the average of thle
over- the-threshold and *.-xit speeds and the distance threshold to exit
The speed/distance profile of figure 6c shows the potential saving of
60 plus seconds runway occupancy time by flying instead of taxi i q cve!
the unneeded portion of tile runway. Where there is no particular eff, lt
to reduce runway occupancy time the levul varies excessively and apm
to be proportional to the ru'iway distance from thresholtd to, s-lect,_d exit
It may also be noted that. in the real world actual speed/di Dtance. 1rof i 3
lie between the two extremews shown in figure 6e. Thi c shoms- by thei
range of runway occtipane;-, time at the spe-cific dirtar.( frur the eKoi
of 30 to 60 seconds, (fif:u.re 7a) as the system curr. ut * e1-- ts
Figure 7a shows RWOT =DIST/133 + 10, and 7b RWOT = ilhT/133i. Tlhe meani
difference of 10 seconds was probably due to exit timing techninue_
differences. This niives a good rule of thumb, i /4th second per BIG feet
of runway used.

The optimum turn-off radius may b~e influenced by construction ccst:cuioa
tions, a requirement for entrance from both directions,
airport geometry, s,,fety margin r-qui red, by a czamrpensat ing des qr FCZAture
or in aircraft cornering imitations. Generally cost limita-

tions indicate smaller turn radii. However, safety is usually
the primary conn-idciation so that any operatilonal facility .-s constvu -cdl
to he adequate -or th, os extremfe operation conditi on. For xri,
according to larersil (I -j;prs on stieis ,,f a,2crai-,: landings (Ref. k,
Appendix M&E) , a lOt-foot wide runve:ay would never be too narrow for 1Bsiding
the widest gear airplaine more than one timec in 10,000 (likely never with
well marked edc's) . 'rne additional 50- to 100-foot conventional width
provides anl cxcellent safety margin for deterioration in directionil
control, pavement conditions, etc. Runway length also has a consdralile
safety ilargin at respectable cost levels. Probably less than 1 percent o
normal operations need moire than a third of the runw-.ay (Ref, d, } nrellcn X P&r)
The 1800-font. r, dius turnoff is cei tainly feasible. About 77 of -,hebis'
U.S. airports hiive ace.r 190, even though only albo.ut thce to;- 30 mi rvcrts
are bu.sy enough to o-,casi onally reach a reasonable high speed (-xi-, ut I lit
level..

ThrL;(e factorj contrib3ute to the safety 1bcnefits provided by larue tuirn ra,11i
One is the tradi tionial emphasis onl achieving adequate high sp00Cm_
"directional stability" in aircral ' round operation to enscure saetake-
offs and landinu.s while ,,lacing conside .rably less emphasis on the b.1
to enter, hold, and fexit nigh rate turns (cornerinl) . Even wi th eaync);e
wheel steering, the small fraction of total weight on thle nose whoel
prevents tricycle airplaines from being very effective in initiatingl Co
turn rate and encourage s;evere tire scuffing on short radi~i manouv I I
Tire scuffing at ippreciable speeds is unsafr! and can be considrei ilbly
discouraged by providiing large radii exits/intersections. Another
safety benefit of large turn radii is dhie to the phenomenocn called
"yaw angle of a rolling tire under side load" (radiAl acceleratioz.)
and its relation to the t urning center. As a vehicle enters a turn,
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the turning radius decreases, the tires accept lateral load, increasing
their yaw angle, the turn center moves forward, steering corrections may

require reversal, etc. (a generally difficult dynamics problem), so that
variations in the actual tirack may be considerably different than intended.
Short turn radii encourage variance in turning tracks and are associated
with tire scuffing. (For further discussion see para. 3.2.1.) Sixty knots

on a 1800-foot radius is a gentle 3.18-degree per second turn giving about the
same visual motion cues as a standard rate turn (30/sec) which has been

considered for years to be an effective yet low stress IFR maneuver. The third

safety feature associated with keeping runway exit radii as large as possible

is the "reduction of independence" between the interval of time an airplane
is on the active part of the runway and the following interarrival interval.
Simply, when a following aircraft is close, the lead aircraft can be expected
to expedite runway clearance and most effectively if a high speed exit is

available. This is a decided advantage in avoiding missed approaches and
also avoids all approach spacing having to exceed the longest likely runway
occupancy time. If the two time intervals could be made completely derenct'ht
and if there were no other separation restrictions, runway capacity cou.- he

at least doubled. (Details discussed in para. 3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3).

3.1.2 The Turn Magnitude

The standard, reference (b), encourages by sketches, but docs not
specify, a 30-degree turn off the runway for the 1800-foot radius
high speed exit. There is a great deal to be said for the operational

advantages of a short turn over a long turn. The short turn allows much

greater advantage to be taken of pavement width and filleting to vary turning
techniques, even to accomplishing distinctly shorter or longer turn radii.
Howcvcr, the purpose of a curved pavement is to change travel dircction fromn soTc
initial heading dictated by wind or traffic control to a heading t-at lhads to

the desired destination so that where traffic efficiency is a consideration
the exit turn magnitude would be sized to a specific need. Examination
of several airport layouts indicate that this application is rare. In
most cases the exit turns 30 degrees into a straight taxiway over to
the parallel taxi strip as if it were intended to be an alternate landing
roll-out strip with a'150-degree turn likely at the end. The length
varies with spacinq of the runway/taxiway
giving about 1000' from initial point of curvature to a hold clear
position. This distance is generally adequate for entering at 60 knots

except when pavement conditions are poor or a hold clear, stop, or
sharp turn are required. Shortening the turn would provide more runout
but would require greater clearance travel distances at both Fnds.
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The results of reference (a) indicated that negotiation of 30-degree and

45-degree turns were equally safe but indicated that shorter "sight
distance" made the 30-degree turn preferred. From the indicated

optimum radius of 1800 feet and the sharp reduction in runway clearance

rate afforded by lesser turn angles the 30-degree turn is most likely
the minimum acceptable. If the operating concept using an alternate

roll out strip is abandoned, as it appears to have been, then larger
turn angles to accommodate easier access to the taxiway network will
contribute to improved airside capacity. Each exit should be evaluated

with respect to an optimum traffic pattern for the specific airport.

Runway 27R at O'Hare has a good example of a practical exit which leads

directly into the "beltway" around the terminal oeck area.

3.1.3 The Visual Cueing

An entire advisory circular is devoted to centerline marking and lighting

of taxiways including runway exits, reference (c). Reference (a) also

reported considerable investigation into this aspect of runway exit

design and usage. It appears that the present lighting and marking

standards used are adequate for cautious use by pilots familiar with the

general airport geometry. The present lighting and marking provide the

pilot good indication of exit locations but there is no cueing as to

the best exit to take or whether he is approaching the best exit with
a deceleration program that will reach the exit with best speed for
exiting. This discrepancy may be the primary cause of low utilization
of high speed exits.

The conventional air carrier landing/exit operation usually involves
sufficient experience and familiarity with the airfield that there is

no question as to which exit will be used. Prudence dictates that the

exit be taken at an acceptably low speed and that the assurance is very
high of decelerating to the acceptable speeo by the time the exit isreached. In the absence of a precision decelera-tion tcchnique a ge(nerous

allowance is made for possible underestimating and considerably lon:er
than necessary average time on the runway results.

3.1.4 Exit Use Consequences

Studies have indicated that time on

the runway and exit usage are strongly influenced by huth risk and

convenience considerations. If there is no obvious rim d['fercntial,

the choice is the most convenient; usually the shortct, LIast
Inhibited route to the loading dock. Traditionally, ot. an air carrier

airport all conventional maneuvers are kept to such sf(e procedures

that risk ceases to be a consideration. Thereforr, acccsq to short
distances, fewest intersections, paths with clear right-of-way,
generous turn radii, etc., primarily determine exit selcction. The

speed at which the exit is taken may be lower than ordinarily considerud
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acceptable if the available runout distance seems short due to poor

pavement surface conditions.

3.2 The Physical Constraints

The design characteristics and resultant usages of a high speed exit may

be limited by certain physical limits on capability (aircraft/pilot). The

first to come to mind are the capability of the lantdinq gear to withstand

safely the necc:;sary side loading and the skill of the pilot to negotiate
the turn. These are additionally impacted by the character of tire/
pavement reaction, the stability and control response of the airplane

steering system, and the judgment and motivation of the pilot.

*3.2.1 Airplane Limitations

Strength sufficient to accept the maximum side load that can be produced
by tire to ground surface reaction appears to be universal landing gear

design practice. This does not necessarily include ability to survive

striking a curb or ditch in a side skid but no evidence could be found

that any side load produced by pavement friction on a tire would
cause an airplane structural problem.

The feature important to exiting and exit design is the reaction
obtainable from friction between the tires and pavement.. The

magnitude of the reaction obtainable is determined by pavement

surface condition, tire performance, brake system effectiveness,

load on the tire, and speed. A locked wheel at zero speed on a good

dry, concrete surface can resist movement by a force

approximately equal to the load; i.e., coefficient of friction, ratio

of the tangent to normal force of about one. (In most aircraft design,

coefficient of friction (u) = .8 is ccnsidcred for dry concrete or

asphalt. Unfortunately, the locked wheel, zero speed condition has

little application to runway exiting either for the deceleration from

touchdown speed or for the cornering during turnoff. The physical

phenomenon which produces the pavement to rolling tire tangent fo)rce

during braking and cornering involves stretching or twisting
the portion of the tire in contact
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with the pavement. As the tread initially contacts the pavement, it is
essentially undistorted; then it is progressively stretched (laterally
for cornering and aft for braking) until it leaves the pavemcnt and
relaxes or the stress exceeds the friction force and scrubbin, bucin-.
At the point where scrubbing is ready to begin, the total reacLion lorce
is maximum. Either side of the optimum tire/pavement relative motion
(percent slip for braking, yaw angle for cornering) the reactioa force
is reduced. With harder braking/cornering a progressively greater
fraction of the footprint scrubs. Since scrubbing friction is considerably
less than sticking friction, the available reaction force decreases to the level
provided by 100 percent scrubbing as in a locked wheel or full side skid. SeC
the simplified friction models in figures 8a,b,c, and d (developed
specifically for this report). However, the scrubbing state of braking
and cornering is easily entered during high performance operations and is
not particularly obvious to the operator. Avoiding scrubbing is most
easily accomplished by avoiding heavy braking or cornering. The greatest
average operational braking or cornering acceleration that should be
expected is about 8 to 5 ft/sec 2. When pavement conditions are poor, as with
water, snow, ice, rubber contamination, etc, the operational friction
stopping and cornering capability can easily be reduced another 50 percent
or more.

The optimum percent slip and yaw angle for maximum braking and cornering
depend on tire characteristics, state of wear, inflation, and tempera-
ture. Ten percent slip (stretching) and five-degrees yaw (twisting
the footprint) are roughly equivalent in magnitude and are close to
common optimums. Avoidance of scrubbing to preserve tire life and also
to reduce the risk of tire failure is of such importance that conventional
brake usage is more on the order of 4 to 5 ft/sec 2 (one-seventh gravity).
It appears that manual "feel" is somewhat inexact in determining whether
braking is on the scrubbing or no scrubbing side of optimum.

Cornering, while having about the same tangent force available as for
braking, is a different matter. The stability and response of the
steering system add requirements for tire/pavement reaction reducing
the available radial acceleration force. When a vehicle moves in an
arc, all tire track curves have the same center either by steering or
by forced distribution of the yaw angles of the tires (or combination
thereof). Since yaw is the tire lateral load acceptance response to
turning, the resultant angular acceleration/deceleration of the aircraft
about its vertical axis plus some possible cross connection with motion
about the lateral axis can be a potential source of control dynamics
problems in negotiating a high speed turn. Whether this actually introduces
an operating constraint has not been fully determined but it could very
well be the cause of the obvious disfavor with which pilots view high
speed turns. Not only do pilots consistently overestimate their speed
in a turn but their conventional turn speeds are low enough to keep the
radial acceleration down to about 1/14 gravity; i.e., half of the usual
braking deceleration. Aircraft design for high speed turnoff design considers
lateral accelerations of 0.25G passenger limit, 0.5G gear limit and 0.65G air-
craft tip-over as passenger/aircraft limitations (ref. 1) Results of high
speed turnoff maneuvers showed peak values of lateral acceleration profiles fall
within 90-95 Percent passenger comfort limits. The maximam lateral accelera-
tion for the turnoff centerline trail correspond roughly to a side load of
0.189 (Ref. j)
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It is still possible that each type of air carrier aircraft in current
operation has its own limitation on cornering capability. The high
speed turn-off tests conducted by NASA, Langley TCV project, showed
no problems with high speed steering up to 9 ft/sec2 lateral accelerations
with their 737 aircraft. However, the extent of tire scrubbing assessment
was only qualitative and no other aircraft were run.

3.2.2 Human Factors Limitations

The constraints on air carrier aircraft high speed runway exiting and
ground maneuvering imposed by involved humans lie in three distinct
categories. These are the comfort considerations important to passengers,

the skill level of the pilot in executing the designated maneuvers,
and the motivational factors responsible for the selection of the
actual operating techniques.

.1

Considerable effort has been applied in the air passenger business
to avoid alarming the passenger. When sizable changes in attitude,
power settin js, speed, etc., are required, the emphasis has been placed
on making them as smoothly as possible. Smoothness, accomplished by
limiting accelerations, shocks, vibration and associated noises, has
been very sucessful in making air transportation a comfortable and reassuring
experience for even the most timid. Although the landing operation has
been smoothed considerably by the current 2--3' approach, a high level
of acceleration, both braking and cornering, is still needed to reduce
runway occupancy time. The need for appreciable acceleration and the
need to avoid a frightening or uncomfortable level required identifying
acceptable levels to use as design criteria. Reference (a) found no

objection to one quarter gravity lateral accelerations in passenger
seats of that era. Half that, O.13g, was recommended as a design limit
level and it has been used widely since. It is generally accepted that
body support and restraint figure greatly in safety, comfoit, and
tolerability levels for acceleration. Accordingly, the comfort levels
for lateral acceleration may be much higher for the current cushioned
semi-bucket passenger seat designs than those of the '50s. Longitudinal
acceleration under braking is easily acrommodated by
current seat tilt angle design. The human body seems relatively
insensitive to fractional magnitude changes in apparent gravity as long
as a pitching motion does not result. This may be accomplished "y
either initial pcsition (partial supine) or restraint. XSole diF.cusF;icn

available in references (h & -)
In any event the passenger is most likely to be subject to lower
acceleration levels than those commonly experienced in automobiles
even with runway occupancy reduced to twenty seconds.

No information could be found which indicated that pilot skill deficiencie,
could be contributing to the low speed utilization of high specd runway
exits. The extensive training, the rigorous skill level checks, and
the proficiency maintenance programs in which all air carrier pilots
are involved insure that pilots are fully capable of operating the
aircraft at maximum performance capability.

Constraints on high performance operation imposed by motivational factors
are undoubtedly the governing human factor constraints and they far
overshadow dll other limitations; even the equipment mechanical factors.

The opinion surv'ys, the motivation study of (o)fer.nc-' h
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and numerous other inputs representing pilot attitudes indicate that
air carrier pilots are fully motivated to avoid any unnecessary risk or
passenger discomfort no matter how small. As long as the air traffic
control system delivers arriving aircraft to a runway with no closer
than three-mile spacing, there is sufficient separation interval to use
turn-off speeds of thirty knots or less. This is true with the 30-degree,
1800-foot radius angled exits that require on the order of 900 ft. (see fi,;. 4a)
travel distance from initial point of curvature to clear of the runway
edge. Only in cases wher traffic control encourages expediting runway
clearance is the exit speed likely to be close to design speed. Other
motivational factors which tend to low speed turnoff are likelihood of
tire scrubbing with excessive wear, deteiioration of steering respons-
with runway contamination, and normal allowance of more than adequate
runway deceleration distance. All of these motivational factors combine
to impose a fairly standard operational constraint of about one-fourth
of the design allowable lateral acceleration. This means that the exit
speed is limited to about half of design allowable producing a consistent
penalty of 17 to 22 seconds incre esed runway occupancy time which is fully
attributable to human factors.

3.3 Traffic Control Interaction

Thle capacity of airport runways is prina rily controlled by the air traffic
control system. Until current separation procedures, separation standards,
(aircraft) approach orientation with its low precision (as humanly precise as
possible) and tolerance of variance (accordian effect) (with safety in mind)
can be improved, the capacity is likely to remain at a (current) low level.
As a consequence, independent changes to airport/airside design irtonded to
increase the arrival/departure capacity airulikely to have very little (overall)
benefit.

3.3.1 The Approach Delivery Rate

Air traffic control Is dedicated to preventing aircraft from getting.
close enough to each other to compromise safety. As a secondary function,
the control facilitates desired travel from one airport to another by
observing a set of separation standards and by applying certain separa-
tion techniques for enroute, terminal airspace, approach and departure
flight operations. Primary and secondary radar monitoring, direct
observation, controller/pilot radio and pre-established paths are all
used to provide the control essentials. The separations are still based

on "eyeball" assessments whether from the controller's view of the radar
scope plan position indication or by the pilot's through the wind
screen view when on a visual clearance. The net effect is that on busy,
predominantly air carrier, airportsthe average separation between arriving
aircraft is simply equal to the aerage view of pilots and controllers
as to what separation is acceptable. With the average separation fixed
there is essentially nothing that can be done to change the runway
capacity; runway design, exit design, additional exits, even landing
procedure changes are all useless. In this situation, a high speed exit
is only useful for very gentle turns off the runway and occasionally to
allow a hurried but safe exit in front of an occasionally close following
airplane.



During the development of rajpacity and Lielay inuasuring ot c
a considerable amount of data was collected on arrival!- rival,
arrival/departure, departure/arrival, and departure/departure
separations at 18 airports with traffic rangin-. from 101'. to 100%' G.A.
From analysis of these data it can be said that the view of what
constitutes acceptable' separation (and the resulting of runway cap,;city)
varies considerably from airport to airr~crt, traffic dcmand, approach
speeds, through the window or plan view control, and raanv other factors.
It was quite interesting to note that where demand was hiigh thu average

. L separation was nearly equal to the standard miniMUN and where visual
approach clearances were in order the average scpiration only dropped
one-eighth but the scatter approximitely dou!,>-d (-,(r full ATC approacihes.
(See figure 9.) The indication is that air carr .cr airport capac ity is

strictly established by ATC ipproach control and will not (h, nc
significantly without some difinitc chaig s in the prescnt traflil

control systemi which will allow spcedinc- up the termriiial sirpcprocess
rate. The t,..ering an.d ,,cqu(,;,.±, pry e( ,,in oilorA: Ccu

handling of scepa ri tion data t()r< cr thL yE la1 1! c c 31 i q 1;e ari-

reduce variance in the separation Jnterva!lR. ',hcthtr th( S(.cond step,
reduced intervals, can be taken will1 undoub!1tedly dePend uponl C uc isS fo
acquisition of an acceptl( fail-safe fea-ture.

3.3.2 The Sep:iration Standijrd,

The Present ior,4itudinal cs;).i r ciad. while thEl r jpp ication
is somewhat allalooos t_) u't' o: an lac ti mauig aewt tam,_Is
in it, provide the stated niinimuras for radar cparatioa of a1ircraf1t.
These minimums have hee-cn dcve ],);p& dut of res pect fcr the potent i Iiy
dangerous wing t ip vor ti ce J-ncratLed I N heavy a ircraf:- spaa w a ir
flow. Prese(nt tch+ni que! t ro.dur e thE c out iolotis rse parat ian rc~
involve the use of m( tee'roic, 4,-1i in!trurcnta tion- to ident ify v I
probabi lity, expec !.a ions (,, voil ic,s in the cri ticalI time' mCe ~d
If the system w jrks , vortex ,-u i tabl E spacing would be requi red on only
a part-time bi-i i. Tie adv;-nrtares in ave rage scparation reeduc,,ion ,oulc
certainly be spicific airport p(euiiar and any resultant improvenit in
approach Iprocces rate would have to be opera tionalIly validated.

3.3.3 The Vi';ua" Approach Cicaraincc

The visual aprroach clearance to air carrier airports "holds some
promiseof capacity increasing potential which would open a hiph~cr
performance level requirement for runway arr ivalI/runway exit opce'.ations.
To take advantay; of this, promise some technique would have to hc
devised and implemented to reduce all s(paration intervals to the
equivalent distribution of the lower 25 perccnt;e. (See figure?
This meani special attention to identify stragglers and force
them to close up their arrival intervals or alert and position themi
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Figure 9. Interarrival Interval Distribution--Visual &Nonvisual Approaches
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while they are far enough out from final approach that the interval

can be reduced conveniently and even with increased fuel economy.

It follows that if long interarrival intervals can be compressed

during visual approac clearances, the same can be accomplished under

radar separation if emphasis is placed on greater precision.

3.4 Requirements for High Speed Exits

From the preceding discussions, it should be evident that

several difficult achievements must be completed before the

30-degree angle, 1800-foot radius runway turnoff (or any modification

thereof) will be consistently used at its full speed canahilitv to

rea ip a significant runway caoacitv increase.

In the not too distant future the utility of the existing high speed
exits may naturally increase as landing operations are standardized

and speeded up to accommodate the closer spacing methods developed to
meet growing traffic demands. Most airports like O'Hare year after
year considered as saturated continue to accept more traffic almost

every year. This projected capacity growth possibility by methods not
quite clear in the present is believed highly probable. The past has

several examples. If this high probability can be accepted, there
should be some effort expended to seek out, validate and implemcnt
any airport/airside design changes which would support the runway/terminal
airspace control capacity growth. Based on the review of both
"referenced" and "nonreferenced" (Bibliography), some of the Cesiqn
features worth consideration are as follows:

(a) Superelevation of the runway turnoff.
(b) Establish more direct and higher priority right-of-way betveen

runway and docks.
(c) Revise dock access/egress to reduce conflict. Present finger

docks cannot operate at theoretical capacity based on service
time due to one-way-at-a-time paths and push back operations.

(d) Revise dock use plans to increase utility and reduce mean

service time.
(e) Test .!n( evaluation of larger radius exit curves, usino

anqles of various degrees.
(f) Analysis of current airport geometric standards to reduce

maneuvering requirements and taxiin in times.
(u) Test and evaluate exit pavement aroovinq to permit more

positive :ontrol capability.

These items above represent one level of requirement for high speed

exits and associated airport/airside development which might be
considered as applicable to a normal course of events. An added
requireicnt at this same priority level would be the devclopment of
assurance that there are actually no aircraft constraints; e.g., test

current aircraft and include needed certification requirements for new

airctaft.



A considerably higher priority set for high speed exit and airpo:t/
airside development projects would be a requirement if an agen:y-widc

positive action program were adopted to develop, test, and implement
an improved terminal airspace traffic control system capable of speci-
fied significantly higher level process rates. If such an approach is
not taken, a low level priority on all airport/airside traffic capacity
oriented effort will be adequate to keep pace with ATC capacity growth.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations:

4.1 Conclusions

4.1.1 General

With respect to those questions stated under 1.2 Scope/Purpose on
pages 2 and 3 of this report, the following conclusions have been
reached.

(a) The information in hand is not adequate for defining an
improved standard. Additional study is needed including use
of aircraft to determine location, configuration, marking
and lighting of such exits.

(b) The existing information indicates a need for better visual
cueing, a better defined deceleration and rollout procedure,

and that the human factors aspects of both flight crew and
passengers must be studied in greater depth including evalua-
tion of responses to actual runway exit trials.

(c) The additional information needed to validate prediction of

utility of design changes are those that can be attained
from actual aircraft tests with the cabin occupied.

(d) The work that must be done to obtain effective utilization

of promising airport/airside designs is covered under
4.2 Recommendations. These can be accomplished by development
of a research program that would include the entire airfield

geometries not only runway exits.
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Low utilization of high speed exits, although not conclusively
shown, appears to be the result of operational use only where
and when the need k.xiiuts to c.xl'ditc ranw-y Warance. (Nc
one on the tail, too many intermittant crossings and dock location.)

Underutilization of high speed exits also appears to be motivated
by desire to avoid any unnecessary risk or passenger discomfort
(scrubbing, hard breaking, and lateral deceleration).

4.1.2 Specific

4.1.2.1 The existing standard angled runway exit (commonly called
a high speed] exit) with a radius of 1800 feet designed for 60 miles
per hour is considered safe for use at 60 knots - (Para. 3.1.1)

4.1.2.2 The predominate usage of high speed exits is in the range
20 to 40 knots. This is at considerable variance, both average
and scatter, below the safe design speed and results in low exit
utility. (Para. 3.1.1)

4.1.2.3 Possible design chaiiges to the standard exit worth considering
and devisinug are (1) improved interconnection
with the taxiways and higher priority right-of-way to the docks, and
(2) a proven superelevation design and attendant use procedure.

(Paras. 3.1.4 and 3.4)

4.1.2.4 Furth-r attention should be given to the interactions, con-
straints, capabilities, etc., involved in braking, cornering, steering,
and tire scrubbing before markedly different operating techniques
(not test operations) are considered feasible and practical and used
as design criteria. (Para. 3.2, 3.2.1 & 3.2.2)
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4.1.2.5 The (low) utility of high speed exits with the related

(average) runway occupancy time does not currently limit runway capacity.

Only in rare instances does the essential time to clear the runway

exceed the smallest interarrival intervals as determined by the existing

approach control practices. Evidence is quite strong that variance in

runway occupancy time does not contribute significantly to reducing

runway capacity. This is contrary to generally accepted views on the

subject, which are based on assuming that runway occupancy time and the

interarrival interval are independent variables. The available data,

not specifically collected for this purpose, indicate that the two

intervals are highly correlated at low interarrival levels.(Para. 3.3.1)

4.1.2.6 Development of equipment and operating techniques to exploit

and improve dependence between runway occupancy time and the inter-

arrival interval would likely be the most effective of all capacity

improvement efforts. (Observation) (Para. 3.3.1)

4.1.2.7 Design changes intended to obtain higher capacity utilization

of standard runway exits have very little assurance of success without

positive expectations of approach separation, landing techniques, and

exiting being specifically revised to increase runway acceptance rates.

Arrival/arrival intervals are primary bottlenecks. Arrival!departure,

*departure/arrival, and departure/departure are secondary and are often

avoided by segregated operations at bisy airports.(Para. 3.3.1.

4.1..2.8 Additional operational data is needed Zo verify critical

parameter values such as correlation between sequential servicc intervals

and to determine if capacity impacting improvements in operating

procedure can be effected. Aircraft class segregation, offers con-

siderable promise if improvement efforts are properly oriented.
(Para. 3.3.3)

4.1.2.9 Serious consideration should be given to development of

equipment and procedures which will allow discarding the concept of

the runway as a simple queuing system. Precision decEleration procedures

almost independent of magnitude, if accomplished with very high reliability,

could produce spectacular increase in capacity. Reliability techniques are

available to match the safety levels provided by more than one-at-a-time-

on-the-runway axiom. (Observation) (Para. 3.3.3)
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4.2 Recommendation

Overall, the study concludes that insufficient data were available
to determine if runway angled exits are underutilized and if so,
why; what would be the impact of such strategies as aircraft class
segregation; what is the relationship of airfield geometry on
runway/taxiway utilization, or what is the correlation between
sequential service intervals and operating procedures on runway

usage time. On the basis of these conclusions, it is recommended
that an effort be undertaken to investigate those areas mentioned
above and to test, evaluate, and demonstrate improvements found.
Such an effort should include:

a. Verification of need of angled exits and identification of
factors involved in underutilization.

b. Relationships of total airfield geometry as a factor to
angled exit usage.

c. Investigate human factors aspects of exit utilization incliud-

ing location, configuration, visual aids, pavement surface
condition, aircraft/crew operational behavior/capability, passenger
acceptance and aircraft ground instrumentation requirements.

d. Development of criteria or models that would identify the
location and configuration of exits needed on-site specific
bases including changes necessary to existing exits to
accommodate planned usage.

f. Investigate work being done by NASA Terminal Configured
Vehicle Program Office to include results of their tests.

g. Investigate runway exit configurations and airfield
geometrics in use or planned by foreign and civil and
military organizations.

h. Include in any effort airline and airline pilot consulta-
tion and equipment where possible to ensure that operational

procedures and human factors are considered. Laboratory
tests should include airline aircraft simulation as well as

instrumented aircraft.
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